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Abstract: The calibration of the relative pose between
rigidly connected cameras with non-overlapping fields of
view (FOV) is a prerequisite for many applications. In
this paper, the subtleties of the experimental realization
of such calibration optimization methods like in (Z. Liu,
et al., Measurement Science and Technology, 2011, Z. Li,
V. Willert, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSC), 2018)
are presented. Two strategies that could be adapted to cer-
tain optimization processes to find better local minima are
evaluated. The first strategy is a careful measurement ac-
quisition of pose pairs for solving the calibration problem,
which improves the accuracy of the initial value for the
following non-linear refinement. The second strategy is
the introduction of a quality measure for the image data
used for the calibration, which is based on the projec-
tion size of the known planar calibration patterns on the
image. We show that introducing an additional weight-
ing to the optimization objective chosen as a function of
that quality measure improves calibration accuracy and
increases robustness against noise. The above strategies
are integrated into different setups and their improvement
is demonstrated both in simulation and real-world experi-
ment.

Keywords: Extrinsic calibration, multi-camera system,
quality measure.

Zusammenfassung: Die Kalibrierung der Relativpose zwi-
schen starr verbundenen Kameras, die keine überlappen-
den Sichtfelder besitzen, ist eine notwendige Vorausset-
zung für viele Anwendungen der Bildverarbeitung. Der
vorliegende Artikel bespricht die technischen Details, die
bei der experimentellen Umsetzung der Kalibriermetho-
den nach (Z. Liu, et al.,Measurement Science and Techno-
logy, 2011, Z. Li, V. Willert, Intelligent Transportation Sys-
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tems (ITSC), 2018) beachtet werden müssen, um genaue
Kalibrierergebnisse zu erhalten. Es werden zwei Strate-
gien vorgestellt, welche es dem Optimierungsprozess er-
möglicht, bessere lokale Minima von nichtkonvexen Güte-
funktionen, die zur Kalibrierung benutzt werden, zu fin-
den. Die erste Strategie behandelt die Aufnahme und Aus-
wahl von Messungen von geeigneten Bilderpaaren, wo-
durch bessere Initialwerte zur Lösung des nichtkonvexen
Optimierungsproblems erzeugt werden können. Die zwei-
te Strategie stellt ein Gütemaß auf Basis der Größe der
reprojizierten Fläche des Kalibrierkörpers in den zur Ka-
librierung verwendeten Bildaufnahmen vor. Dieses Maß
kann als zusätzliche Gewichtung in der Gütefunktion ver-
wendet werden und erzeugt genauere Kalibrierergebnis-
se, die robuster gegen Fehler auf Bildkoordinatenmessun-
gen ausfallen. Beide Strategien werden für unterschied-
liche Kamerakonfigurationen sowohl simulativ, als auch
anhand echter Messdaten evaluiert.

Schlagwörter: Extrinsische Kamerakalibrierung, Multi-
Kamera-System, Qualitätsmaß.

1 Introduction

It is ubiquitous to have a multi-camera system in differ-
ent research areas. For example, in the robot community:
A multi-camera platform provides more flexibility in sen-
sor placement on amobile robot for simultaneous localiza-
tion and mapping (SLAM) [3]; The majority of the quadro-
copters are equipped with at least two cameras to perform
automatic localization and landing tasks [4]. In the car in-
dustry, the multi-camera infrastructure could be used for
computing loop-closure constraints [5], or be integrated
to assist effective parking [6]. In human-machine inter-
action area, a multi-camera system enables people to in-
teract with the environment by building a real-time 3D
modeling of it [7] or could be applied to people-tracking
function for virtual reality television studios [8]. Each
of such camera systems needs an extrinsic camera cal-
ibration, which comprises the estimation of the relative

https://doi.org/10.1515/teme-2019-0030
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Figure 1: Illustration of two setups that could apply the proposed strategies. The red arrows appearing in the above figures indicate that the
objects with red arrows overlaid have to be moved or placed into different positions during the calibration procedure.

poseX = [ R t
0T 1
] between cameras with non-overlapping

FOV.
Different classifications of the existing calibration

methods [1] [9], together with detailed analyses and dis-
cussion of the methods could be found in [2], [10]. In prin-
ciple, the proposed strategies are suitable for any setup
that builds its objective function based on the reprojec-
tion error of 3D-2D point correspondences constrained by
3D-3D closed-loop pose transformation AX = YB, where X
and Y are the unknown transforms, and A, B are the esti-
mated pose pair frommeasurements. In this work, the two
setups shown in Figure 1 are taken as examples to demon-
strate the integration of the proposed strategies.

Liu’s setup [1] shown in Figure 1a uses a movable cal-
ibration device which rigidly links two planar calibration
patterns P1 and P2 whose relative pose X is unknown. The
planar calibrationpattern could either be afiducialmarker
or a chessboard. By changing the pose of the calibration
device relative to the camera rig, a set of images {IP1i , I

P2
i }

n
i=1

containing the calibration patterns is collected, based on
which the relative pose pair {Ai,Bi}ni=1 between the camera
pair C1, C2 and the corresponding calibration pattern P1,
P2 could be recovered. The initial estimation of X and Y
is calculated by solving AX = YB. In order to further im-
prove the calibration accuracy, the initial value ofX and Y
is then applied to minimize the objective function, which
is based on the sum of the reprojection errors ϵij and ϵil,
where i represents the measurement number, and j, l are
the number of fiducial features used for estimating pose
pair.

Similar to Liu’s setup, the unfixed trackable pattern
setup [2] demonstrated in Figure 1b introduces a highly ac-
curate tracking system ‘OptiTrack’, which is used for accu-

rately localizing the two pattern boards after their coordi-
nate frames being aligned with that of the tracking targets
attached to them, and thepatternboards in this case areno
longer rigidly linked and could be independently placed to
the corresponding cameras. In this case, the 3D-3D closed-
loop pose transformation is formulated asAXi= YB, where
Xi is the i − th recovered relative pose between the cali-
bration patterns using the tracking system. The extrinsics
could thus be optimized using the reprojection error based
objective.

Though Liu’s setup needs extra infrastructure and ad-
ditional interaction, the calibration patterns could be de-
tected reliably with sub-pixel accuracy, which provides
true scale information and could be further included in the
optimization process. Meanwhile, the camera rig does not
have to be moved during the calibration procedure, which
is a big advantage, especially for mobile vehicles. How-
ever, the limited pose change space of the calibration tar-
gets could result in instability [10]. Applying a large-range
measuring system is generallymore accurate but the setup
complexity and the costs are high.

2 Problem statement

Theunderlying instabilities, namely the reduced, twisted
pose change space and the imbalanced measurement
quality [10], are explained using Liu’s setup, since this
setup shows more prominent subtleties compared to the
unfixed trackable pattern setup.

The measurement quality refers to the resolution of
the captured calibration pattern. The measurement space
or the pose change space is defined as a collection of pose
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Figure 2: An example showing the twisted change in the resulting images after a minor pose adjustment. Since the measurement quality of
the pattern P2 in the left figure is bad, the camera rig moves a little in the neighborhood of the current pose (A1, B1) in order to improve its
quality. After the movement, even though the quality of the pattern P2 gets better, the calibration pattern P1 is no longer completely in the
FOV of the camera C1.

pairs Ai and Bi. All the pose pairs in the measurement
spacemeet the following conditions: 1) For each pose pair,
both planar calibration items have to be in the FOV of the
corresponding cameras such that all the coordinates of the
projections could be extracted without outliers and with
a certain accuracy; 2) The resulting measurement quality
from each pose pair should be above a certain threshold.

Onemajor practical issue to reach accurate calibration
results is a proper set of accurately estimated measure-
ment pairs {Ai,Bi}ni=1 covering all six degrees of freedom of
the poseX and Y. However, collecting a proper set of mea-
surement pairs in Liu’s setup is problematic because of the
rigid coupling between the two patterns, whose effect is
disastrous. First andmost straightforward, the closed-loop
coupling reduces the pose change space since both of the
calibration patterns have to appear within the FOV of the
corresponding camera. The second consequence resulting
from the coupling is the twisted pose change space. Due to
the couplingBi = Y−1AiX, aminor change inposeAiwould
lead to a compound change in Bi. The same happens with
a minor change in pose Bi. The twisted pose change space
indicates the hardness of capturing both calibration pat-
terns with high resolution (Figure 2). After a minor change
in the pose of the calibration rig, the calibration pattern P1
is not completely covered by the FOV of the camera C1. Be-
sides, this property also adds another layer of difficulty to
the data collection process making it quite anti-intuitive:
Though some pose pairs with good quality are theoreti-
cally valid, they are difficult to acquire in reality.

Another negative effect caused by the closed-loop con-
straint is the imbalancedmeasurement quality. Because of
the coupling, the placement of one calibration patternwill
influence the placement of the other one. Hence, acquir-
ing a set of images that are of high resolution of both cali-

Figure 3: Relationship between the pose of the calibration rig rel-
ative to the camera pair and the corresponding resolution quality:
When the calibration pattern from one side of the rig is placed near
to the camera, an image with high resolution will be captured, while
the calibration pattern from the other side would be captured with
comparatively lower resolution and vice versa. Corresponding im-
ages containing different fiducial patterns are captured at the same
measurement time, which are of different projection sizes. The pro-
jection size is defined as the area surrounded by the red lines on
each image. In this example, the pattern P1 generates a larger pro-
jection size on the image, hence higher resolution than P2. When
both images are corrupted by the same level of noise, the pose esti-
mation using the measurement of P1 will be less sensitive to noise
and will produce a better pose estimation.

bration patterns is challenging. Figure 3 demonstrates the
relationship between the captured measurement quality
and the relative pose between the calibration rig and the
camera pair. Meanwhile, example images are presented
which give imbalanced projection size of different calibra-
tion patterns for the same pose pair.

From theperspective of robustness, images containing
the calibration patterns should be taken from as many dif-
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ferent poses as possible. For accuracy consideration, they
should be captured with as much resolution as possible
since high resolution of the pattern results in better pose
estimation. Generally, during the collection of the mea-
surements, balances have to be kept between the pose pair
variety and the measurement quality.

3 Data selection strategy and the
weighted optimization method

3.1 Data selection strategy

The reprojection error based objective function needs an
initial value of X and Y, which is estimated from solving
AX = YB. The methods of solving the equation demand a
set of pose pairs {Ai,Bi}ni=1 covering the six degrees of free-
dom.

As explained before, the pose change space in Liu’s
setup is reduced due to the closed-loop coupling, which
would decrease the accuracy of solvingAX = YB if the spa-
tial distribution of the collected pose pairs is not scattered
enough. Besides, a minor change in the pose pair results
in a compound, twisted change in the resulting images,
whichmakes it less straightforward to distinguish the spa-
tial difference between different pose pairs: Pose pairs that
are spatially close might result in very different images.
Thus, collected pose pairs need to be carefully handled,
otherwise, they would bring potential hazard to the cali-
bration stability.

On the other hand, the accuracy of the pose pair is
also crucial to the solution of AX = YB: Better estimated
pose pairs enhance the estimation results. Therefore, the
measurement quality should work in conjunctionwith the
measurement space in order to generate an optimal initial
value of X and Y.

Normally, a large number of pose pairs are suggested
during the data collection process with the purpose of cov-
ering as much measurement space as possible. An extra
data selection filter is then applied to all the collected
pose pairs. The filter calculates the rotational difference
eR and translational difference eT between all the pose
pairs based on the criteria formulated in (5), (6), as well
as the projection size SP of the calibration pattern. The
pose pair (Ai,Bi) whose rotational difference or transla-
tional differences are below certain thresholds θR, γT com-
pared to all the rest pose pairs (Aj,Bj)(j ̸= i) will be ex-
cluded: (eR(Ai,Aj) < θR ‖ eR(Bi,Bj) < θR ‖ eT (Ai,Aj) <
γT ‖ eT (Bi,Bj) < γT ). Besides, the pose pairs whose result-
ing projection size of all the captured calibration pattern

is smaller than some pre-defined value τ will not be in-
cluded: (SP1i < τ ‖ S

P2
i < τ).

In the end, a subset of the collected pose pairs which
is chosen with more discretion is used to solve AX = YB,
which provides a better estimated initial value of X and Y
for the following non-linear optimization.

3.2 Weighted non-linear optimization
method

The optimization problem of Liu’s setup is formulated as
follows:

(R̂X , ̂tX , R̂Y , ̂tY ) = argmin
RX ,tX ,RY ,tY

n
∑
i=1
(
m
∑
j=1
‖ϵP1ij ‖

2
2 +

o
∑
l=1
‖ϵP2il ‖

2
2), (1)

where RX , tX , RY , tY are the rotational and translational
matrices of the unknown relative poseX and Y.m, o stand
for the number of the fiducial features from the corre-
sponding patterns, and n is the number of the collected
pose pairs. ϵP1ij and ϵP2il are the reprojection errors from dif-
ferent calibration patterns. This optimization problem is
non-convex, so the iterative optimization can only guaran-
tee to converge to a local minimum and a proper initializa-
tion is needed in order to reach a good estimation. In this
work, the initial value of X and Y is calculated applying
the method in [11] beforehand.

The underlying measurement imbalance discourages
the objective function from including all the measure-
ments and treating themequally. Considering the unpleas-
ant imbalance, additionalweightings λP1i and λP2i are intro-
duced to the objective (1), which leads to:

(R̂X , ̂tX , R̂Y , ̂tY ) = argmin
RX ,tX ,RY ,tY

n
∑
i=1
(λP1i

m
∑
j=1
‖ϵP1ij ‖

2
2 + λ

P2
i

o
∑
l=1
‖ϵP2il ‖

2
2).

(2)
The weighting λP1i used for the reprojection error re-

lated to the pattern P1 is chosen to be the square root of
the projection size SP2i of the pattern P2 normalized by the
full image size Smax:

λP1i = √SP2i /Smax. (3)

The other weighting factor λP2i is calculated in a similar
way:

λP2i = √SP1i /Smax. (4)

The reason for choosing such weighting lies in the re-
placement of Ai with YBiX−1. The reprojection error pro-
duced from the calibration pattern P1 now depends on its
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replacement YBiX−1 which has the pose estimation Bi in-
side, so the estimation accuracy of Bi influences the repro-
jection error of P1:Bi with better estimation quality should
have more influence on the optimization results and this
leads to a higher weight λP1i . In this case, the projection
size is regarded as an indirect indicator of the measure-
ment quality. Larger projection size indicates better mea-
surement quality. The samehappenswith the replacement
of Bi.

The integrationof themethod improves calibrationac-
curacy and stability: The introduced weighting factor al-
lows more pose pairs to be safely included in the calibra-
tion procedure since their influence on the estimation is
now correlated with the quality indicator, namely the pro-
jection size of the captured calibration pattern.

4 Validation on simulated dataset
In this section, the data selection strategy and the
weightednon-linear optimizationmethod are validated on
a synthetic dataset. First, the explanation of how synthetic
data is generated for Liu’s setup is provided, then the def-
inition of error metrics which are going to be used for the
evaluation of different algorithms is presented. In the end,
state-of-the-art methods with different settings are imple-
mented and compared. Themethod of applying the highly
accurate tracking system is not implemented in the sim-
ulation since there is no appropriate noise model for the
tracking system.

4.1 Synthetic dataset

As illustrated in Figure 1a, a customized calibration device
is introduced to assist the calibration procedure, except
that all the true transforms are exactly known in the sim-
ulation.

First, an exhaustive searching program is first run
based on all the known ground truth such as the relative
pose between the calibration patterns X, the relative pose
between the cameras Y, the camera intrinsic parameters,
etc. to produce a pose pair bank which consists of over
1,400 pose pairs. All pose pairs in the bank meet the fol-
lowing requirements: Each pose pair in the bank is differ-
ent from the rest both in translation and rotation so that
the pose pairs in the bank densely sample the whole mea-
surement space, which is continuous; The projection size
of the calibration pattern must exceed a certain thresh-
old, which guarantees the minimum quality of the mea-
surement. In this experiment, the threshold is set to 0.14

of the full image plane. The synthetic measurements are
then generated based on the pose pair bank: The true
pose pairs are first randomly extracted from the bank;
The noise-free 2D coordinates obtained through the pro-
jection process are corrupted with Gaussian noise after-
ward; In the end, the noise-corrupted 2D coordinates are
used as the measurement to recover the noisy pose pairs
Ai and Bi.

To demonstrate the influence of the spatial distribu-
tion of pose pairs on the calibration results, measure-
ment sets with the following characteristics could be gen-
erated from the pose pair bank: a). Spatially scattered pose
pair set with larger projection size. b). Spatially clustered
pose pair set with larger projection size. c). Scattered dis-
tributed pose pair set with smaller projection size. d). Clus-
tered distributed pose pair set with smaller projection size.
The difference between the scattered distribution and the
clustered one is that the former has both larger rotation
and translation differences among all the pose pairs. Be-
cause all generated pose pairs are extracted from the bank,
each pose pair in the clustered set has at least the same
minimum translational and rotational difference as the
ones in the bank. Same for the measurement quality: The
pose pairs that have larger projection size are extracted
from the pose pair bank based on a larger projection size
threshold. Though the quality of the pose pair set with
smaller projection size is bad compared to the pose pair set
with large projection size, the former set is still guaranteed
the minimum required quality since they are generated
from the bank. The combination of the pose pair distribu-
tion and the projection size gives four extreme measure-
ment sets, namely scattered large, clustered large, scat-
tered small, and clustered small, where clustered and scat-
tered suggest the pose distribution while large and small
means the projection size of the resulting calibration pat-
tern. The codes for the calibrationmodel as well as the op-
timization strategies are available online.1

4.2 Error metric

X̂ and Ŷ represent the estimated solutions which are cal-
culated by applying different calibration methods. The
ground truth of X and Y is known in the simulation envi-
ronment, so the estimated X̂ and Ŷ could be directly com-
pared based on the following error metrics. Since the error
metric calculation of X and Y is the same, only X is taken
as the example.

1 https://github.com/zaijuan/eye-to-eye-calibration.git

https://github.com/zaijuan/eye-to-eye-calibration.git
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4.2.1 Rotation error

Themethod of Wunsch et al. in [12] is applied to define the
rotation error. q̂X denotes the estimated quaternion of X
and qX the ground truth quaternion. The rotation error eRX
is defined as:

eRX = min{arccos(qX ⋅ q̂X),π − arccos(qX ⋅ q̂X)}, (5)

in which ‘⋅’ denotes the inner product of two quaternion
vectors to be compared. Here the rotation error is repre-
sented by the angles returned by arccos and then mapped
to [0, 90∘].

4.2.2 Translation error

The estimated translation vector is described as ̂tX , and the
ground truth is tX . The translation error is computed as fol-
lows:

etX = ‖tX − ̂tX‖. (6)

4.3 Simulation results

In this part, the calibration results of different methods
with different settings are presented. The calibration re-
sults of the method in [11], which is referred to as Wang’s
method, will be presented since all the other non-linear
methods take its estimation ofX and Y as the initial value.
Since different camera configurations will lead to different
scales of the resulting calibration error, the ground truth of
Y is given as follows for better and clearer demonstration:

Y =
[[[[

[

0.5 0 0.866 1.04
0 1 0 0
−0.866 0 0.5 −0.6

0 0 0 1

]]]]

]

.

To prove that applying the weighting factor during the
optimization process alleviates the imbalance of the mea-
surement quality, both non-weighted and weighted meth-
ods are implemented. The non-weighted method doesn’t
utilize theweighting factor,while theweightedmethodap-
plies the weighting factor. In parallel, the method of min-
imizing the reprojection error from only one calibration
pattern is implemented for two reasons: To test whether it
gives better estimation results thanWang’smethod,which
doesn’t minimize the reprojection error; By comparing to
Liu’s method, the necessity of minimizing the reprojection
error from both calibration patterns is validated.

The above methods are referred to as unweighted
two-side constrained method (Liu), weighted two-side
constrained method (Wgt-Liu), unweighted one-side con-
strainedmethod (Unwgt-1),weighted one-side constrained
method (Wgt-1).

Besides differentmethods, it’s also significant to show
how their calibration robustness and accuracy correspond
to the increase of image noise and various measurement
numbers: In the first setting, the number of pose pairs
changes from 5 to 45 with fixed Gaussian noise of 1.0 pixel;
In the second one, the added Gaussian noise on the im-
age varies from 0.2 to 1.4 pixels with a fixed number of 25
measurement pairs. The results shown below are the av-
erage taken of 100 iteration runs. For each iteration, the
pose pairs are randomly extracted from the pose pair bank
and processed applying different methods. Since the gen-
eration of each measurement set is random, 100 different
measurement sets will be generated and used for the cal-
ibration procedure after repeating 100 times. Therefore,
the demonstrated calibration results are the average of the
overall calibration error instead of a specificmeasurement
set, which is objective and reliable.

The estimation error of Y under different settings is
demonstrated in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Since the results
ofX are similar to Y in magnitude and pattern, it is unnec-
essary to present repetitive work.

The above experiment results validate the accuracy
and robustness of the weighting factor strategy: The in-
tegration of the weighting factor generates better results
regardless of different settings; With the increase of noise
level, the benefits from applying the weighting factor be-
come more noticeable.

It has been validated in the simulation that the fi-
nal estimation has been improved by choosing a subset,
whose pose pairs are comparatively scattered and mea-
surements are of good quality. These results are not shown
in the above figures because the improvement is not no-
ticeable and would cover the results from Wgt-Liu. In-
stead, four extreme types of measurement sets, namely
scattered good quality, clustered good quality, scattered
bad quality, and clustered bad quality, are utilized to em-
phasize these differences depending on their spatial distri-
bution and measurement quality. For each configuration,
the measurement number is set to 25, and the noise level
is 1.0 pixel.

For all methods, spatially scattered pose pairs with
better measurement quality (larger projection size) gener-
ate themost accurate estimation, while clustered spatially
pose pairswith smaller projection size lead to theworst es-
timation results. Scattered pose pairs with smaller projec-
tion size produce better results than clustered pose pairs
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Figure 4: Estimation error of different methods with increased number of measurements.

Figure 5: Estimation error with regard to increased image noise and different methods.

Figure 6: Estimation error of different methods with different pose pair configurations.
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with larger projection size regardless of different methods,
which implies that the calibration methods are more de-
manding on the distribution of pose pairs than their mea-
surement quality.

The results bring some insights into the tradeoff be-
tween the spatial distribution of pose pairs and their gen-
erated measurement quality. It is crystal clear that the
combination of scattered pose pair distribution and larger
projection size produces the best calibration results. How-
ever, these two factors are to some extent mutually re-
stricted: Scattered pose pair distribution implies the di-
versity of the projection size; While the demand of larger
projection size limits the spatial distribution of pose pairs.
This further explains why the introduced weighting factor
is important during the optimization process: First, it in-
creases the pose change space by allowing larger varying
range of the measurement quality; Second, the increased
measurement space helps to provide a more accurate ini-
tial value from solving AX = YB, which is used for the fol-
lowing weighted non-linear refinement.

5 Real experimental results

5.1 Experiment setup

In the real experiment, Liu’s setup [1], the fixed track-
able pattern setup, as well as the unfixed trackable pat-
tern setup [2] are implemented. The fixed trackable pattern

setup is a mixture of Liu’s setup and the unfixed trackable
pattern setup: The calibrationpatterns are rigidly linkedas
in Liu’s setup, while the unknown relative poseX between
the calibration patterns could be recovered from the intro-
duced highly accurate tracking system and directly used
for the calibration procedure as in the unfixed trackable
pattern setup.

When a highly accurate tracking system is available in
the calibration environment, the unfixed trackable pattern
setup is preferred over the fixed trackable pattern setup
since the former generatesmeasurementswithbetter qual-
ity than the latter one. By including the fixed trackable
pattern setup in the real experiment, the subtleties be-
tween different calibration setups and optimization meth-
ods could be better revealed.

Figure 7a shows the real experiment environment,
where a camera rig mounted with two cameras with non-
overlapping FOV, an external calibration device, and an
equipped highly accurate tracking system ‘OptiTrack’ are
provided. The introduced calibration pattern boards used
for recovering the relative pose to the camera pair could be
accurately localizedwithin the tracking systemafter align-
ing their coordinate frameswith that of the tracking targets
attached to them (Figure 7b).

The experiments are carried out as follows. Instead of
hesitatingwhichposepair to include, it is preferable to col-
lect an abundant amount of pose pairs covering as much
measurement space as possible. In the end, a set of pic-
tures {IP1i , I

P2
i }

n
i=1 containing the planar calibration pattern

used for recovering {Ai,Bi}ni=1, and the recovered X in the

Figure 7: The left figure demonstrates the real experiment environment. Above is the equipped high accuracy tracking system ‘OptiTrack’.
The camera pair with non-overlapping FOV is rigidly connected and fixed in the experiment, and the calibration rig with two known planar
patterns rigidly linked is placed on the ground. The right figure shows the calibration board used for detection by both the camera and the
tracking system. The coordinate frame of the tracking targets and the pattern board coordinate system are aligned.
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fixed trackable pattern setup orXi in the unfixed trackable
pattern setup are collected. All the collected pose pairs are
first filtered applying the data selection strategy and a sub-
set is then used to different optimization processes.

5.2 Experimental results

Unlike in the simulation, there is no ground truth in the
real experiment. In order to evaluate the calibration results
from different setups and verify the improvement brought
by the proposed optimization strategies, the unfixed track-
able pattern setup with the integration of the weighting
optimization method serves as the benchmark since this
configuration generates the best possible calibration re-
sults.

The same error criteria are used as in the simulation
to evaluate the calibration difference of different methods.
The benchmark is set as theweighted estimation of the un-
fixed trackable pattern configuration. The term difference
is used in the real experiment instead of error to indicate
that although the ground truth ofY is unknown, it couldbe
estimated with the highest accuracy applying the unfixed
trackable pattern configuration.

Figure 8 shows the calibration differences of differ-
ent setups and different methods. Liu’s method with the
integrated optimization method generates a little larger
but bearable calibration differences compared to the fixed
trackable pattern configuration. Wang’s method which
doesn’t minimize the reprojection error deviates the far-
thest from the benchmark. The performance of the fixed
trackable pattern setup lies between Liu’s setup and the

Figure 8: The calibration difference with regard to different setups
and different methods.

unfixed trackable pattern setup. In the unfixed trackable
pattern setup, the difference between weighted and un-
weighted estimation isminor since in this case, all calibra-
tion patterns could be captured with relatively high reso-
lution. Nevertheless, applying the weighting factor gener-
ates less different results compared to the benchmark re-
gardless of different setups and methods.

6 Conclusion and future work

In this work, a weighted non-linear optimization method
together with the data selection strategy which are appli-
cable to certain calibration setups are developed. The opti-
mization method introduces an extra quality measure fac-
tor to the objective function, which increases themeasure-
ment space and improves the calibration accuracy. Hence,
instability could be alleviated and robustness could be
safely guaranteed. Besides, by carefully choosing a mea-
surement subset, the possibility of getting trapped in a
worse local minimum is reduced.

During the simulation and the real experiment, the
appropriate size of the calibration patterns and the cor-
responding relative pose X between them are determined
through trial and error. Since these two variables influ-
ence the measurement space and the measurement qual-
ity, they will also have an effect on the calibration results.
In this paper, how to determine the optimal values of these
two variables is not investigated.
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